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Topical Analysis
Mapping 30 Years of Academic Discourse

in collaboration with Daniel Ramage, Christopher D. Manning, Daniel A. McFarland



Topic Models as a Tool

Research Question

Dissemination of theories, methods, techniques

Analysis Tool

Track transfer of language using topic models



Topic Modeling

Dataset

1.05 million PhD dissertations over 30 years
Model

Disciplines as latent topics (Partially Labeled LDA)



It’s just one data point!



Mapping Academic Discourse

Additional Analysis

Citation graphs, Movement of researchers

Topic Models + Interactive Visualizations

Interpretable
Accurate
Verifiable



Visualizing Topic Flow



Termite | Topic Model Visualization| Topic Model Visualization

in collaboration with Christopher D. Manning, Jeffrey Heer



[Talley et al. 2011]

Making Sense of Topic Models

Anaphora Resolution resolution anaphora pronoun discourse antecedent pronouns coreference reference definite algorithm
Automata string state set finite context rule algorithm strings language symbol
Biomedical medical protein gene biomedical wkh abstracts medline patient clinical biological
Call Routing call caller routing calls destination vietnamese routed router destinations gorin
Categorial Grammar proof formula graph logic calculus axioms axiom theorem proofs lambek
Centering* centering cb discourse cf utterance center utterances theory coherence entities local
Classical MT japanese method case sentence analysis english dictionary figure japan word
Classification/Tagging features data corpus set feature table word tag al test
Comp. Phonology vowel phonological syllable phoneme stress phonetic phonology pronunciation vowels phonemes
Comp. Semantics* semantic logical semantics john sentence interpretation scope logic form set
Dialogue Systems user dialogue system speech information task spoken human utterance language
Discourse Relations discourse text structure relations rhetorical relation units coherence texts rst
Discourse Segment. segment segmentation segments chain chains boundaries boundary seg cohesion lexical
Events/Temporal event temporal time events tense state aspect reference relations relation
French Function de le des les en une est du par pour
Generation generation text system language information knowledge natural figure domain input
Genre Detection genre stylistic style genres fiction humor register biber authorship registers
Info. Extraction system text information muc extraction template names patterns pattern domain
Information Retrieval document documents query retrieval question information answer term text web
Lexical Semantics semantic relations domain noun corpus relation nouns lexical ontology patterns
MUC Terrorism slot incident tgt target id hum phys type fills perp
Metaphor metaphor literal metonymy metaphors metaphorical essay metonymic essays qualia analogy
Morphology word morphological lexicon form dictionary analysis morphology lexical stem arabic
Named Entities* entity named entities ne names ner recognition ace nes mentions mention
Paraphrase/RTE paraphrases paraphrase entailment paraphrasing textual para rte pascal entailed dagan
Parsing parsing grammar parser parse rule sentence input left grammars np
Plan-Based Dialogue plan discourse speaker action model goal act utterance user information
Probabilistic Models model word probability set data number algorithm language corpus method
Prosody prosodic speech pitch boundary prosody phrase boundaries accent repairs intonation
Semantic Roles* semantic verb frame argument verbs role roles predicate arguments
Yale School Semantics knowledge system semantic language concept representation information network concepts base
Sentiment subjective opinion sentiment negative polarity positive wiebe reviews sentence opinions
Speech Recognition speech recognition word system language data speaker error test spoken
Spell Correction errors error correction spelling ocr correct corrections checker basque corrected detection
Statistical MT english word alignment language source target sentence machine bilingual mt
Statistical Parsing dependency parsing treebank parser tree parse head model al np
Summarization sentence text evaluation document topic summary summarization human summaries score
Syntactic Structure verb noun syntactic sentence phrase np subject structure case clause
TAG Grammars* tree node trees nodes derivation tag root figure adjoining grammar
Unification feature structure grammar lexical constraints unification constraint type structures rule
WSD* word senses wordnet disambiguation lexical semantic context similarity dictionary
Word Segmentation chinese word character segmentation corpus dictionary korean language table system
WordNet* synset wordnet synsets hypernym ili wordnets hypernyms eurowordnet hyponym ewn wn

Table 2: Top 10 words for 43 of the topics. Starred topics are hand-seeded.

[Hall et al. 2008]





Termite | Topic Model Visualization



Termite | Topic Model Visualization

Matrix Visualization

Terms + Topics

Drill-Down to Documents





Word Frequency per Topic

Information Density
Words
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Term Seriation



Ordered by frequency Our text seriation method



Ordered by frequency Our text seriation method
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Preservation of Reading Order 
to Produce Multi-Word Phrases



Word Similarity & Seriation

G2 statistics [Dunning 1993]

document co-occurrence

sentence co-occurrence

collocation likelihood

Bond energy [McCormick et al. 1972]

asymmetric similarities

greedy algorithm



Termite | Topic Model Visualization

github.com/uwdata/termite



Supporting Topical Analysis Workflow

in collaboration with Yuening Hu, Ashley Jin, John D. Wilkerson, 
Daniel A. McFarland, Christopher D. Manning, Jeffrey Heer



Termite + Interactive Topic Modeling



Visualization + Interaction Design

How are topics defined?
Words, people, papers, ...
Similar terms to construct a topic

Multiple levels of details
More specific terms to split a topic
More general terms to refine a topic or merge topics



Interactive Topic Modeling

Improvements
User feedback
Incremental construction of topics

“This is better than anything we have!”

Model designs
Split + merge topics
Insert phrases and metadata

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
- George E. P. Box



Analysis Workflow

Keeping a “Lab Notebook”
“promoted a topic about wall street”
“Removed ‘November’ event”
“subcommittee related to congressional hearing”



“Lab Notebook”



Keeping a “Lab Notebook”
“promoted a topic about wall street”
“Removed ‘November’ event”
“subcommittee related to congressional hearing”

Analysis Workflow

Model diagnostics
Large-scale model comparison + evaluation



Correspondence Chart



Diagnostics Framework
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github.com/uwdata/diagnostics



Keeping a “Lab Notebook”
“promoted a topic about wall street”
“Removed ‘November’ event”
“subcommittee related to congressional hearing”

Model diagnostics
Large-scale model comparison + evaluation

Analysis Workflow^and Publication

Interpretable, Accurate, Verifiable
External review of topic models
Data (and model) for academic publications



Thank you.
Questions or comments?
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